Picture Superiority Effect

Pictures are remembered better than words.
The background is a pale purple sky with a cloud hinted at in the upper left corner. She is walking across a meadow towards two trees in the lower right corner of the picture. The upper left quarter is dominated entirely by the giant bee. It is about twice the size of a tree and its head is almost the size of the little girl. As opposed to the rest of the picture, which is drawn in a simple, “cute” way reminiscent of children’s books, the bee is drawn in horrifying detail. Are you actually reading this? You shouldn’t be. This is a drawing of a little girl holding a giant bee on a leash. The little girl is blonde, with two pigtails, and is wearing a pale pink dress. She is located in the upper left corner of the picture, which is almost the size of the rest of the picture, which is entirely by the giant bee. Are you actually reading this? You shouldn’t be. This is a drawing of a little girl holding a giant bee on a leash. The little girl is blonde, with two pigtails, and is wearing a pale pink dress. She is located in the upper left corner of the picture, which is entirely by the giant bee. Are you actually reading this? You shouldn’t be. This is a drawing of a little girl holding a giant bee on a leash. She is located in the upper left corner of the picture, which is entirely by the giant bee. Are you actually reading this? You shouldn’t be. This is a drawing of a little girl holding a giant bee on a leash. She is located in the upper left corner of the picture, which is entirely by the giant bee. Are you actually reading this? You shouldn’t be. This is a drawing of a little girl holding a giant bee on a leash. She is located in the upper left corner of the picture, which is entirely by the giant bee. Are you actually reading this? You shouldn’t be. This is a drawing of a little girl holding a giant bee on a leash. She is located in the upper left corner of the picture, which is entirely by the giant bee. Are you actually reading this? You shouldn’t be. This is a drawing of a little girl holding a giant bee on a leash. She is located in the upper left corner of the picture, which is entirely by the giant bee. Are you actually reading this? You shouldn’t be. This is a drawing of a little girl holding a giant bee on a leash. She is located in the upper left corner of the picture, which is entirely by the giant bee. Are you actually reading this? You shouldn’t be. This is a drawing of a little girl holding a giant bee on a leash. She is located in the upper left corner of the picture, which is entirely by the giant bee. Are you actually reading this? You shouldn’t be. This is a drawing of a little girl holding a giant bee on a leash. She is located in the upper left corner of the picture, which is entirely by the giant bee. Are you actually reading this? You shouldn’t be. This is a drawing of a little girl holding a giant bee on a leash. She is located in the upper left corner of the picture, which is entirely by the giant bee. Are you actually reading this? You shouldn’t be. This is a drawing of a little girl holding a giant bee on a leash. She is located in the upper left corner of the picture, which is entirely by the giant bee. Are you actually reading this? You shouldn’t be. This is a drawing of a little girl holding a giant bee on a leash. She is located in the upper left corner of the picture, which is entirely by the giant bee. Are you actually reading this? You shouldn’t be. This is a drawing of a little girl holding a giant bee on a leash. She is located in the upper left corner of the picture, which is entirely by the giant bee. Are you actually reading this? You shouldn’t be. This is a drawing of a little girl holding a giant bee on a leash. She is located in the upper left corner of the picture, which is entirely by the giant bee. Are you actually reading this? You shouldn’t be. This is a drawing of a little girl holding a giant bee on a leash. She is located in the upper left corner of the picture, which is entirely by the giant bee. Are you actually reading this? You shouldn’t be. This is a drawing of a little girl holding a giant bee on a leash. She is located in the upper left corner of the picture, which is entirely by the giant bee. Are you actually reading this? You shouldn’t be. This is a drawing of a little girl holding a giant bee on a leash. She is located in the upper left corner of the picture, which is entirely by the giant bee. Are you actually reading this? You shouldn’t be. This is a drawing of a little girl holding a giant bee on a leash. She is located in the upper left corner of the picture, which is entirely by the giant bee. Are you actually reading this? You shouldn’t be.
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